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Daring to Resist
The irresistible forces of War can bring
challenges for which we are not well
prepared. This is the story of one young
mans courageous struggle to do the right
thing.
Henris beloved France stood,
across the sea, vanquished, crushed by a
vicious and powerful enemy. Nazi
Blitzkrieg had outwitted, outmaneuvered,
and ruthlessly crushed the vaunted French
military. Britain, the next target, was under
heavy fire and hanging on desperately.
Henri, a Harvard student from France, was
safely in America as his parents had
wished. Would he dare go back to fight?
On June 18, 1940, following the fall of
France, General Charles de Gaulle (then
exiled in Britain) made a radio broadcast to
France from London, calling on loyal
Frenchmen and women to rise up and form
a resistance movement, to combat and
disrupt the Nazi occupiers of their beloved
Republique du France. De Gaulles appeal
struck a critically important, responsive
chord in Henri, to which he could not fail
to respond. Sometime in mid-September,
1940, Henri made some important
decisions; he committed himself to join the
new SOE unit forming in Britain to fight
for the French resistance.
Although
France is defeated, Henri will play a
pivotal role fighting Nazi occupation. Well
watch him mature as he risks all to help the
Allies free France. Excerpt: Dropped
by parachute into Nazi-occupied France
over the Normandie countryside near the
north-coast town of Honfleur, at 4 a.m.,
Saturday March 1, 1941, from a vintage
RAF de Havilland bomber, Henri and his
fellow guerrilla, Giles, dropped and rolled
as they hit the soft earth. They stood back
up, unhurt, dusted themselves off, gathered
up their chutes, and quickly realized they
were not in their planned drop zone. Henri
was pumping adrenalin, breathing in quick,
short breaths, Giles stood, back to back
with Henri, alertly cradling his revolver at
the ready. Unlike tonight, their practice
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runs over Dorset had always been accurate
to within a few yards and provided them
adequate experience with jumping out of
airplanes at night and landing, on hard
ground, and not very gently. ..,. They
trudged off, after gathering up the chutes
and their load of gear; bag and baggage,
slipping away from the shed to orient
themselves in order to try to connect with
their compatriot known simply as Pierre,
probably waiting for them nearby, as
planned. Even the light of the half-moon,
only bright enough to reveal large objects
in the dark, was by then, mostly obscured
by the heavy cloud cover that had fouled
their landing. The clumsily burdened
Henri and Giles both stumbled periodically
into unnoticed, shallow, drainage ditches
that crossed the field. They were unhurt but
dirty and bruised by the falls they took.
After crossing a wire-fence, they followed
a dirt road westward, by Giles compass,
believing that was the preferred direction to
compensate for their overflight. Twenty
minutes passed; then they, unwittingly,
walked right by the still-darkened
drop-zone. Giles happened to glance back,
just as a ray of momentarily un-obscured
moonlight suddenly shone revealing the
large stone barn that dominated the field
they had just passed; a bit of luck on top of
some good dead-reckoning had led them to
the drop-zone landmark. Carefully, they
picked their way across the field and, upon
reaching the barn, called, softly, Pierre,
who appeared as an apparition from out of
the dark, sounding out a quiet Bon soir,
mes amis. Silently, they buried their hastily
re-packed chutes in the ditch Pierre had
prepared for them, and following his lead,
quickly picked up their remaining gear and
moved off, reaching his substantial stone
farmhouse some twelve-hundred meters
away. After Henris clumsy arrival he and
his band of brothers will became an
effective force unravelling important pieces
of the Nazi war machine with great
sacrifice and courage. This gentle young
man will grow up and find a precious gift.
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PBS - Daring To Resist The brave act of defying the Nazis whether with words or with actions is the subject of the
new, extraordinary exhibition Daring to Resist: Jewish Defiance Images for Daring to Resist Daring to Resist, nav bar,
home, synopsis, Faye, Barbara, Shulamit. Faye learns to use a rifle. Faye Lazebnik Schulman Faye as a young girl. We
were not like Daring to Resist: Three Women Face the Holocaust - Educational - 7 min - Uploaded by
CameraWallahThree Jewish women recalling their lives as teenagers in occupied Holland, Hungary and Daring to
Resist: Jewish Defiance in the Holocaust - Museum of Eventbrite - Daring to Resist: Perspectives From a Ugandan
LGBTQ+ Advocate - Tuesday, March 28, 2017 at Marquette University, Milwaukee, Daring to Resist: Jewish
Defiance in the Holocaust A stunning documentary that introduces us to three Jewish women who as teenagers in the
early days of World War II, living in Hungary, Holland and Poland, - Daring to Resist: Teachers Guide - Contd. Why
would a young person choose resistance rather than submission during Hitlers reign of terror while her world was
collapsing around her? In this. - Daring to Resist: Barbara Rodbell Documentary Add a Plot Daring to Resist:
Three Women Face the Holocaust (1999). 57min Documentary TV Movie Add a Plot Daring to Resist: Three
Women Face the Holocaust Facing History Daring to Resist, nav bar, home, synopsis, Faye, Barbara, Shulamit.
Dutch resistance worker listens to radio. teachers guide. STUDY QUESTIONS. none Daring to Resist: Three Women
Face the Holocaust. DVD. 57 minutes. Source: Women Make Movies. Why did a young person choose resistance rather
than - Daring to Resist: Timeline DARING TO RESIST: Three Women Face the Holocaust A film by Martha Goell
Lubell and Barbara Attie Why would a young person choose resistance rather - Daring to Resist: Teachers Guide Study Questions Daring to Resist, 3 women face nav bar, home, synopsis, Faye, Barbara, Shulamit. Shula as a
teenager. I was taught by my father to be very proud and not let DARING TO RESIST: Three Women Face the
Holocaust - Facebook Daring to Resist, nav bar, home, synopsis, Faye, Barbara, Shulamit. daring to resist timeline of
events. 1924-1932 Shulamit Lack Shula in traditional Hungarian Daring to Resist: Three Women Face the Holocaust
- Daring to Resist: Resources PBS LearningMedia Webpage for Social Studies for 9-13+. - Daring to Resist:
TImeline Daring to Resist: Three Women Face the Holocaust 1999. Distributed by Women Make Movies, 462
Broadway, 5th Floor, New York, NY 10013 212-925-0606 - Daring to Resist: Faye Schulman - Daring to Resist:
Synopsis teachers guide. GLOSSARY. These definitions are provided to help viewers, students and teachers understand
how the filmmakers use the following terms. - Daring to Resist: Timeline - HTML Daring to Resist, 3 women face
nav bar, home, synopsis, Faye, Barbara, Shulamit. Barbara Rodbell, a balarina putting on make up Daring To Resist
KET Daring to Resist, nav bar, home, synopsis, Faye, Barbara, Shulamit. Dutch resistance worker listens to radio.
teachers guide. BIBLIOGRAPHY. Resistance Daring to Resist - Museum of Jewish Heritage RESOURCES FOR
TEACHERS ON THE INTERNET. Websites for Teaching the Holocaust. Education Resources for Teachers and
Learners United States Daring to Resist: Jewish Defiance in the Holocaust: David Engel In Daring to Resist, three
Jewish women reflect on their lives as teenagers in Holland, Hungary and Poland during World War II when they
refused to remain - Daring to Resist: Shulamit Gara Lack Buy Daring to Resist: Jewish Defiance in the Holocaust on
? FREE SHIPPING on qualified orders. Daring to Resist: Three Women Face the Holocaust (TV Movie 1999
Janeane Garofalo narrates this portrait of three teenage girls who resist Nazi terror rather than perish with their families.
Daring to Resist: Perspectives From a Ugandan LGBTQ+ Advocate Review by Marcia Weiss Posner. This
collection of more than thirty memoirs, oral histories, and letters, enriched by three insightful essays, is the companion
Daring to Resist: Three Women Face the Holocaust Teachers - Daring to Resist: Teachers Guide - Glossary
FOCUS OF GROUNDBREAKING EXHIBITION. Daring to Resist: Jewish Defiance in the Holocaust at the Museum
of Jewish HeritageA Living none site credits. WEB SITE DEVELOPMENT eye D. WRITERS Michael Hayse, PhD,
Assistant Professor, Richard Stockton College of New Jersey Mary Johnson none teachers guide. The purpose of this
study guide is to help students think about the nature of resistance, which is the theme of Daring to Resist. How do the
Daring to Resist Jewish Defiance in the Holocaust daring to resist timeline of events. Historical Events: Starvation
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continues in Amsterdam. Nazi forced marches out of concentration camps. Germans surrender.
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